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Failure to quit smoking before certain elective procedures confers such clinical detriment that to proceed to surgery is ill judged. When all other clinical features are identical, costs are increased and outcomes are worse in a smoker than in a current non-smoker. In healthcare systems with finite resources, preferring non-smokers over smokers for a limited number of procedures will deliver greater clinical benefit to individuals and the community. To fail to implement such a clinical practice in these select circumstances would be to sacrifice sensible clinical judgment for the sake of a non-discriminatory principle.

Smoking up to the time of any surgery increases cardiac and pulmonary complications, \(^1\) impairs tissue healing, \(^2\) and is associated with more infections \(^3\) \(^4\) \(^5\) \(^6\) \(^7\) and other complications at the surgical site. \(^4\) \(^7\) These adverse effects compromise the intended procedural outcomes and increase the costs of care. Therefore, as long as everything is done to help patients to stop smoking, it is both responsible and ethical to implement a policy that those unwilling or unable to stop should have low priority for, or be excluded from, certain elective surgical procedures.

Such a policy should be limited to procedures where the evidence of harm is strong. These include plastic and reconstructive surgery \(^4\) \(^5\) \(^7\) and some orthopaedic surgery. \(^6\) \(^8\) A study of experimental sacral incisions of 12-18 mm found that infection occurred in 12% of smokers and 2% of non-smokers. \(^3\) Infection rates in smokers who had quit for four weeks were similar to those in non-smokers. In a study of wound and other complications after hip or knee arthroplasty, no smoker who had quit developed a wound infection compared with 26% of ongoing smokers and 27% of those who had simply reduced tobacco use. Overall complications were reduced to 10% in those who had quit smoking compared with 44% in those who continued. \(^8\)

The higher rate of infection is only one symptom of poor tissue repair. Independent of wound infection, after elective repair of an anterior cruciate ligament, smokers have objectively poorer outcomes and are less likely to return to their preinjury level of sports participation. \(^8\)

**Indirect costs of treating smokers**

With arthroplasty, some of the wound infections were limited to erythema, but 13% of smokers required re-operation because of infection. \(^7\) Such infections have been shown to prolong total hospital stay, double readmission rates, and quadruple costs of orthopaedic surgery. \(^8\) This represents a 38% increase in the direct cost of care for each smoker having surgery. In the arthroplasty study the intervention group had an average length of hospital stay of 14 rather than 11 days. \(^8\)

Increased use of hospital beds and associated costs mean less opportunity to treat other patients. On the basis of these data, five non-smokers could be operated on for the cost and bed use of four smokers and the non-smokers’ surgical outcomes would be better. Well informed smokers, unwilling or unable to quit, might assume an increased risk for themselves, but the decision is not theirs alone when it can indirectly affect others. Then, the community must involve itself.

With surgery that is done for purely cosmetic purposes, the increase in the risk and consequences of wound infection or fat necrosis from smoking is unacceptable and surgery is illogical. \(^5\) In reconstructive surgery, whether breast reconstruction after mastectomy or as part of head and neck cancer surgery, smoking substantially increases the risk of wound infection, flap necrosis, and fat necrosis. \(^1\) If a patient wants breast reconstruction at the time of mastectomy, the development of wound infection or flap necrosis will delay adjuvant chemotherapy or radiotherapy. Therefore, unless reconstruction is required as part of essential surgery that cannot be delayed, it is good policy not to offer reconstruction until the patient has stopped smoking.

**Refined policy**

Clearly these data on outcomes have some limitations. \(^10\) Some studies compare smokers with never smokers in situations where smoking related comorbidity is an important factor, such as cardiac and pulmonary complications. I have deliberately avoided this area in my discussion. Another problem is that studies use variable preoperative intervention periods and have not always validated smoking status by, for example, measuring exhaled carbon monoxide or cotinine. A study comparing groups randomised to ongoing, un influenced smoking with an intervention group would now be unethical. The question is whether four, six, eight, or more weeks of cessation are required for optimal benefit offset against hazards and inconvenience of surgical delay.

Smoking causes disease that may require surgery, but smoking as a cause of disease is not the issue for debate. Individuals should be treated equitably regardless of the cause of their disease. It is also true that smoking is rarely the only risk factor for a poor outcome, and smoking should not be considered to the exclusion of all others. Smoking is, however, unique in that its associated risk can be reduced substantially within a short period.

Therefore, it is not so much the principle that should be debated here but the practical aspects of implementation and exceptions that might apply. Special care must be taken to ensure that the risks and benefits of smokers with mental illness are well considered. The risks of potentially curative treatment for head and neck surgery in a smoker may be fully acceptable compared with the consequences of not operating. In the same way, a smoker awaiting hip replacement who has pain walking 100 metres but lives in a supportive social context is not the same as another who, without surgery, may be forced into nursing home care. A properly implemented policy would require that non-smoking status be validated but, for the potential benefits, this is justified.
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Last year a primary care trust announced it would take smokers off waiting lists for surgery in an attempt to contain costs. Matthew Peters argues that denying operations is justified for specific conditions but Leonard Glantz believes it is unacceptable discrimination.